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Open Letter from The Fixer:
As a dedication to the Freshmen
especially, we would like to take
the opportunity to welcome j^ou
you
to the expanding campus arid
and explain some measures of communication. On the campus, we have
■»
two papers:
papers;
G-enesis
Genesis II
11 arid The
Fixer. On the one hand, G-enesis
Genesis
II is a school supported paper
which emphasizes the school's
school1s
calendar of events. On the
other hand, we have The Fixer.
This paper, as you will hear,
is the underground paper circulating at Madison. Most of
you, at the mention of underunderground, express the illegality
and unusual news of such. This
is not the case.
case, We
lie have aP.O.
a P.O.
box on campus, use the Student
Center to pursue our interests
and have available room facilities to hold our meetings. Soil!
Let us briefly explain the purpose we hold. Our paper is underground in that it is selfsupported (we exist by contributions alone!),
alonel)f it is uncensored and, indeed, will print any
article or news that will be of
some interest to the students.
It is a paper for the students
yet by the students. Tour ideas
make our paper. For this reason, ve
we urge you to support it.
Please help us in giving you what
you want to know. Since space allows only a small resumfe of our
traits, it is imperative to end.
Any questions or ideas will be
gladly accepted at The Fixer*s
address as stated on the back!!
backI *
0
On one of our weekly deliveries,
a mature student, informed us as
such;
such:
The school wanted to "get :
to know" her and thus, she risks
her sanity to board in Hanson,
yet the school doesn't know
where she is for her mail is
forwarded home to her D.C,
D.C. address'. !I This student also indress!
forms us that she will have to
suffer through ComprehensivesSaturday on an empty stomach
for breakfast will not be extended to feed the hungry test
takers.
—Barb Levister

., m _ . VauL-Ali- \(o-.
—
HARRISBURG, PA. - The Justice
Dept. considers the prosecution
frame-up more imof the Berrigan frame-up
portant than the pursuit of the
Mafia and organized crime. At a
hearing on the Berrigan case this
week, Deputy U.S. Attorney
Attorney^.
W. S.
Lynch explained that organized
crime became involved in violence
"only to further its.greed".
its^greed". But
the people involved in the Berrigan matter, he went on,;
"are^
"are
those who reject society's definition of law and criminality, peopeople who would overthrow the society under which we live."
-Berkeley Tribe
o
KENT STATE SUITS DISMISSED:
DISMISSED;
Three wrongful death suits, filed
by the parents of Allison Krause,
Jeffrey ©...Miller
G. Miller and Sandra L.
Scheuer, three of the four students
slain at Kent State May 4, 1970,
"slain
were dismissed by a federal judge
in Cleveland June 2 on the basis
that
that, the court had no jurisdiction
because former Ohio governor James
A. Rhodes had acted "in his capacity as a public official" in
sending the national
National Guard to the
Kent State campus,
campus.
-The Militant
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"Not a grave of the murdered for
freedom but grows seed for freedom, in its turn to bear seed
Which the winds carry afar and resow, and the rains and the snows
nourish."
-Walt Whitman, from Leaves of
Grass
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COOL HEAD; On April, 1,
I, 1970, Peter
Lemon, a GT
GI stationed in a back-up
position as part of a support group
for a U.S. military action in Vietnam, had his position attacked by
the liberation forces. In fighting
attack, Lemon used grenades,
off the attack.
rifle, machine gun
guh and hand-to-hand
combat. He dragged a wounded buddy
to safet3^,
safety, and while wounded himself, refused treatment until more
serious cases were cared for,
for. This
action won him the,Medal
the Medal of Honor.
The June 22 Hew York Times quotes
the former Gfl.
GI as
as.saying
. saying of that action, "It
"It-was
was the only time I ever
vent into combat stoned."
went
stoned," Lemon
explained that in his unit, "All
1
the guys were'heads..
were heads...We
.We'd
d sit around smoking grass and getting
i
stoned and talking about when xire
vel
d
d.
to go home." The medal winner
get .to
said of the war, "The war is ridiculous. How would we like it if we
went to war with Canada, and the
Russians or the Chinese came over
]^0
'J) tt
ll©X*© #• ^• ?
"
—Lee Smith, The Militant
0

The enemy is not people
Kill people, who shall we live
with then?
The enemy's name is cruelty
The enemy's
enemj^'s name is no conscience
It's name is hatred; It's name is
bitterness
It's a group 6f
Of phantoms
The enemy wears a coat of doctrine
The enemy wears the false front of
freedom
It wears a deceiving appearance
It sifts our words
People, oh people have compassion
for the weak
People, oh people have compassion
for the innocent
Have compassion for thg
the sellouts
Have compassion for the cheats
Have compassion for those who
, pity us
The enemy's name is unjust accusation
The enemy's name is ignorance
It's name is ambition
It's name is jealousy
It's name is jealous hatred
The enemy is no stranger
It lies here, inside each one
The enemy is desiring eyes
e3^es
The enemy is an arrogant head
In a lonely head
In a narrow mind
In the dream of conquering

My

People, oh people love people more
and more
People, oh people love people as
people
Love people forever
Love people night and day
Love people as hand in hand
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The enemy is not people
Kill people, who will we live with
then?
The enemy is no stranger
It lies here inside each one of us
VIETNAMESE CHILDREN'S SONG
—Provincial Collective
.—Provincial
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POLLUTED MOTHER GOOSE1
GOOSEl
"
from the Ecologj'"
Ecol.ogj'" Papers
Seiranee, Tennessee

On radicals:
"And when they_
start shooting policeman,
peliceman, the time
has come to start knocking them
off, as far as I'm concerned."
On Nixon;
"I knew him and
stuck with
with"him
him when he was a loser,
and I'm sticking with him now that
he's a winner,"
winner." (sic)
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Jack he nimbley
nimble.
Jack, be quick;
Jack, jump over
The big oil slick.
Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water;
Jack came down with hepatitis,
And Jill came down soon after.
Mistress Mary, quite
does your-garden
your garden
How doss
With Pord
Ford Sedans and
And coke bottles all

contrary.
contrary,
grow?
Miller cans
in a row.

Little Bo Peep has lost her sheep
And doesn't know where to. find
them: ....
, ■■
ate thethe grass
They ateFlavored .with
with gas
Which seriously undermined them.
Hu
sh-a-bye, Bi rdy,
Hush-a-bye,
On the tree top,
When the wind blows,
Tour breathing will stop,
When the wind dies,.
Your feathers will fall,
And down will come Birdy,
Springtime and all.
—
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Whatever warrant—DO NOT SAX
SAT
ANITHING-except "Am I under
ANYTHING-except
arrest?" and "I want to see
my lawyer,"
lawyer."
Federal Warrant—usually proper
(legal)-Look for correct region on warrant.

Arrest Warrant—-Has to have only
name of person apprehended. ,
Search Warrant—Check exact address, floor, apartment.
apartment ,.
KEEP COOL!
cool;
0
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN WARRANTS

State Warrants—has to be checked more. Check name of arresting officer, exact premises
(address, floor, apartment).
This warrant has to be executed within 10 days from
signing by judge..
judge. :
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On Indians:
"I don't feel we
did x^rong
wrong in taking this great
country away from them,' if that's
what you're asking.
asking- Our so-called
stealing of this country from them
was just a matter of survival.
There were great numbers of people
Therewho needed new land, and the
Indians were selfishly trying to
keep it for themselves.,,We'11
themselves.,.We'11
all be on a reservation soon if
the socialists keep subsidizing
groups like them (the Indians)
with our tax money."
with"our
money,"

WAR RESEARCH & FBI LITERATURE
■A
AVAILABLE
VAILABLE
PHILADELPHIA (LNS) - An American Friends Service Committee project called NARMIC (National Action
Research on the Military Indus- ' ■ "
trial Complex) has published a
series of books. They include a
study of the role of medical institutions in war research, an
expose of government strategies
for maintaining lethal arsenals
while appearing to ban them, and
a supplement of FBI files on youth
programs and riot control weapons
and tactics. For further ..information, . contact: , NARMIC, 160 N,
N.
15th St., Philadelphia, Pa,
Pa. 19102.
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BOBBT MB ERICA FREE
BOBLX
NE17 HAVEN - The longest trial
NElii
in Connecticut history (six months)
ended Maj
Mas7 24,
24 when the judge declared a hung jury, in the Bobby
Seale and Erica Huggins case.
At the next day's hearing, the
judge denied the D. A.'s request
for a retrial, agreeing with the
defense's contention that prejudicial publicity prevented the
selection of an u.nbiased
unbiased jury.
The twelve jurors voted unanimously to aquit Bobby until
their sixth day out when, after ten
voted to aquit Erica of all charges, one of the jurors who voted
against Erica changed her vote to
guilty on all counts against Bobby.
The juror explained that she deadlocked the Seale verdict out of
fairness to the prosecution and
the murder victim. To give the
state a second chance.
Against previously
previouslj'" honored government requests, bail has been
set for Bobby pending his appeal
of his four year contempt sentence
from the Chicago Eight trial.
After two years in jail each,
BOBBY AND ERICA AxE FREE11
FREE!I
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LOS ANGELES - The Amerikan'
Amerikan Fish
Pish
Industry is getting rid of more
than six million tons of swordfish
and tuna it can't sell in this
country.
The mercury-contaminated
mercurj^-contaminated fish
is being sold to Italy, France,
Prance,
Spain and other countries that
don't have a specific legal limit
on mercury poisoning. Let the
buyer beware.
0

WASHINGTON, D.C.(LNS)
D.C,(LNS) - Twentyone South Vietnamese students are
on trial for treason in Saigon.
The students, all members of the
National Union Of
of Students
Studehts in
South Vietnam, helped draft the
People's Peace "Treaty with North
American visitors during the
winter. The students, including
Huynh Tan Mam, the president of
the union, were picked up on May
24. If found guilty the 21 will be
killed within 24 hours after the
verdict.
Immediately after news of the
arrests leaked out, a small group
of men and women began a hunger
fast on the steps of the US State
Dept.
In a telegram sent to the South
—Harry
Vietnamese students, the Washington protestors pledged them0
selves to a hunger strike that
will "end only when Huynh Tan Mam,
"The poverty of the country is
and all 21 brothers and sisters
such that all the power and sway
are freed."
has got into the hands of the rich,
The demonstrators are calling
who by extortions advantages,-havon supporters to come and join
ing the common people in their
the fast at the State Department
debt, have always curbed and opor to take "appropriate nationpressed them in all manner of ways." wide action in the spirit of the
People's Peace Treaty to free
— Nathaniel Bacon, 1676
our South Vietnamese brothers and
— o0
—-——
— sisters."
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"You can be up to your boobies in
satin and still be down on the
plantation^"
—Billie Holiday
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Shocking Proposal - Operators of
a U.S. Services Club in Rainham,
England, provide strippers for
their stag parties but went up the
wall when women proposed male
strippers for "ladies night." "Why
should the men lay down what sort
of entertainment we should have,"
,
a spokeswoman said. "They
"They're
're a .
hypocritical and selfish lot,"
lot." A
club spokesman responded that they
club.spokesman
felt a male stripper "would,
"would lower
the tone of the club."
G
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hiSh school ordbrs
orders
KMUCKy
1$0MBN IK SLACKS
SPANKING FOR \$OMSN
PAIHSTVILLB, KY(LNS)—Fifteen
PAINSTVILLE,
women in Painstville have "been
been
suspended' from high school until they submit to paddlings .
according to the High School
Independent Press Service
(CHIPS). The spankings were
ordered by the school after the
women showed up for classes in
pantsuits during near-zero
weather at the end of January.
The school has repeatedly
denied requests to allow women
to wear pants on cold days. The
high school principal, pronouncing that the women were to
go home and not to return until
they were willing to be spanked.
0 •
"One of'the major reasons to defeat male supremacy and chauvinism
is because unless we do, women are
forced into separatism."
—Huey P. Newton in a recent
speech at Merritt College in
Oakland, California
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STATISTICS ON WOI-IEN'S
UOI.EN'S "PROGRESS"
(LNS)
The proportion of women
v/omen among
college students in the U.S. in-_
creased from 21^ in 1870 to 47/°
47/& in
1520; it declined to 35.2^ in 1958.
1920;
In 1920, one out of 6 doctorates
were granted to women, compared to
one out of 8 in 1940 and less than
one in 10 in 1956. In 1956, 3 out
of 5 women in the co-educational
colleges were'
were taking,
taking,^secretarial,
secretarial,
nursing, hone
home economics, or education courses.
0
^nTION
A QUESTION
QUl
.
OF DEGREE
■' (LNS)
"Nowhere is woman treated according to the merit of her work,
but rather as a sex.s it
It is therefore almost inevitable that she
should pay for her right.to exist,
to keep'a position intwhatever
in swhatever
line, with sex favors. Ihus
Thus it is
merely a question of degree whether'
she sells
sells' herself to one man, in
or out of marriage, or to mans'manj'men."
—EMMA GOLDMAN, The Traffic in
Women, 1917
0
—
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ATROCITY QUOTATION FOR TODAY
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I never knew a tolerable woman to
be fond of her own sex.
—Jonathan Swift
0
"Do. not trust a good woman,
"Do,
keep away from a bad one,"

and

—Portugese atrocity proverb
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Brothers and Sisters;

CHARLOTTESVILLE PLEDGE

I'm locked up doing time and
could dig a sub. to your paper.
Its a hard road and I haven't got
any coin but could dig getting some
free news in this onpression factory.
If you can't send a sub. could
dig hearing from you anyway. Peace
and Powerl
Power!
¥. Chess 624-912
Box'777
Monroe, Wash. 98272
—
o —
—
—

This is a Pledge not a Petition
—Understand that Before You Sign
—'Understand

My signature on this pledge means
four things.
A. I 'feel that the present draft
system in America is in violation
of my constitutional rights and/or
simply immoral.
B. I am nevertheless presently cooperating with the system, and am
liable to be inducted into the
armed forces or some type of alternate service.
C0HTRI3UTE TO THE
CONTRIBUTE
TEE PIISRI1!
FIXER!!!
C. I pledge that, when a hundred
thousand draft-able men have signed
If you want to comment on this
pledges like this, I will return
paper or if you have an article
my draft card to my local or nationnation(poem, essay, notice, or gripe)
al resistance headquarters where
send it to The Fixer. Madison Colit will be forwarded with the other
lege Press-Free, Box 4255, campus
returned cards to the proper aumail. We must have your
3^our name on
thorities. I pledge that after
the article in order to protect us - that time I will cease to cooperbut it will not be printed if you
ate with any type of draft system
prefer to remain anonymous. We will in any way.
print anything that is not libelous. D. I recognize that I am in no
The Fixer is'
is self-supporting;
way immune from Federal prosecution
we survive on contributions. Send
either for resisting the draft or
your donation to The Fixer. Box
conspiring to resist the draft.
4255, campus mail.
Name
—
0
——
0
Address
VJ HVi
VJ
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COMPLICITY PLEDGE
(for non-draftable patriots)
1) Although I cannot personnally
resist the selective service system. .,
tem...
2) I hereby pledge to give aid and
comfort to those who do so...
3) Whether out of opposition to
the draft law and./or
and/or the Vietnam
War or all War...
4) Acknowledging and accepting
the risks of Federal prosecution...
5) And with the understanding that
my signature on this pledge will
be given to local Draft Resistance
Groups in my area.

CHARLOTTESYILLE DRAFT RESISTANCE
CHARLOTTESYILLB
Name
43,000 resistance and
Over 45,000
complicity pledges
nearly 20,000 comnlicity
. have been signed and collected
thus far. If you are holding signed pledges - send them in. If you
think you can get some signed either make your own copies or
write/call us:
Charlottesville Draft Resistance
128 Chanceller
Clianceller St.
Charlottesville, Va.
22903
501
301 - 752-5212

Address
Phone
——

—- 0—
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"The important thing is to assume
your own power; don't think only
in terms of taking it away from
others."
Joan Baez
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